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Hi, I am Erik, a solo game developer. 

 

What services do I offer? 
I do not have the explicit intentions to offer game development services to other game developers or 

game development studios. My game development is mainly focused on developing my own games. 

However, I am only a part time game developer. I get my main income from being an experienced 

freelance (business) software developer, see https://erikderoos.nl and 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/diederikjohannesderoos/. I would not mind if my freelancing work is 

also on game development.  

 

Freelancing 
If you think I can be of assistance to your game development, please let me know. 

I work on hourly rates or on fixed fee with predetermined deliverables. This can be from a one-shot 

with 2 hours of work up to 32 hours/week. 

 

Conditions 
Ownership: preferable the rights on my creative works are transferred to your company and the 

payment is alike, but rev share constructions are possible.  

Confidentiality: I do not talk about games or ideas of your company except when explicitly 

mentioned I can do so.  

Payments: All payments are to be made within 30 days of the send initiative on my side. The 

payments must be in euro’s and for the total charged amount, so exchange fees (if any) are yours to 

pay. You can wire transfer this to the bank account IBAN: NL43 KNAB 0403 7051 77 with BIC 

KNABNL2H, registered to: GameFeelings 

 

Legal stuff 
Legal: I am Erik de Roos, an independent developer, and a registered company at The Netherlands 

with KvK 76479072. 

Insurance: For work done within the European Union I am insured for damage caused by my work as 

a developer, up to 2.5mln euro’s. Please requests for details if you need them. 

Liability: I am a professional developer so you can expect professional work ethics from me. 

However, I expect good ownership from you too and to communicate about your (changed) needs. 
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